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Recommender systems are often optimised for short-term reward: a recommendation is considered successful if a reward (e.g. a click)
can be observed immediately after the recommendation. The advantage of this framework is that with some reasonable (although
questionable) assumptions, it allows familiar supervised learning tools to be used for the recommendation task. However, it means
that long-term business metrics, e.g. sales or retention are ignored. In this paper we introduce a framework for modeling long-term
rewards in the RecoGym simulation environment. We use this newly introduced functionality to showcase problems introduced by
the last-click attribution scheme in the case of conversion-optimized recommendations and propose a simple extension that leads to
state-of-the-art results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A production recommender system produces logs of user timelines containing information about user behaviour, rec-
ommendations, responses to recommendation (e.g. clicks) and some notion of long-term reward (e.g. sales). A modern
approach to recommendation will look at this log in order to improve future recommendations. By examining how sim-
ilar users respond to different recommendations it becomes possible to discover better recommendations and continue
to improve the system.
This procedure of learning by experimentation in some respects mimics randomized control trials inmedicine where
populations are split into two and different treatments are delivered to similar groups. Medical trials are however
simpler, as an intervention or a placebo is administered to each group and then long-term impacts are observed with
no further interventions delivered.
The challenges of credit attribution in the case of delayed reward and multiple actions. In contrast with medical trials,
where the treatment is frequently a binary variable, recommender systemswill delivermultiple actions at variable times
leading to combinatorially complex treatments. For simplicity, in our previous work on RecoGym [2], we assumed that
both the current recommendation and the reward are conditionally independent on past actions, therefore making the
recommendation amenable to contextual bandits and supervised value modeling approaches.
The problem of identifying the causal impact on the final reward of playing an action in a certain context from logged
interactions was first outlined in [3] under the name of Temporal Credit Assignment. In the computational advertising
literature, a restrictive version of the same problem is known as the Conversion Attribution problem.
Conversion-optimized recommendation is an active research area, but in most cases it skips the credit assignment
problem, by borrowing ideas from the bidding approaches and using mostly last-click sales attribution, such as the
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work by [1, 4, 5]. One notable exception is the recent work by [6], which formulates the problem in the Reinforcement
Learning (RL) framework.
In our current workwe remove this simplifying assumption, allowing recommendations to change the user state and
therefore transforming the RecoGym environment into a full RL simulator. Using the newly introduced functionality
we relax the overly-restrictive assumptions of the current last-click attribution scheme and show that under the new
attribution, our recommendation agent outperforms all other state-of-the-art bandit baselines.
Overall, we believe that this papermakes two important contributions: firstly, we describe a simulation environment
that enables study of long-term reward and we validate that it has sensible properties; secondly, we propose a novel
reward attribution scheme that shows encouraging results in a variety of setups.
2 A RECOGYM EXTENSION FOR CONVERSIONS MODELLING
We consider an extension of the RecoGym environment [2], where conversion (sale) events can happen on top of
"organic" (views) and "bandit" (clicks) events.
In standard RecoGym, the user state is constant and each product is represented by two different embeddings that
represent the organic user behavior and the click-bandit behavior. Thus, in this setting, the recommendation prob-
lem can be framed as contextual bandits. We extend RecoGym by adding a further conversion embedding and more
importantly allow for the hidden user state to be modified by recommendations.
More specifically, a given product a is now also defined by a conversion embedding (Λa ∈ R
K ). Each user is repre-
sented by conversion features (δ ∈ RK ) on top of organic ones (ω ∈ RK ). At the beginning of the episode, the organic
and conversion features of the user are fully aligned (δ = ω). It will diverge along the episode based on the system’s
interventions.
We only modify the user’s hidden state if the user clicks on a recommendations. After a click for product a, the
user conversion features δ are updated as (1 − κ)δ + κΛa , where κ is a parameter between 0 and 1 and Λ is the
product conversion features. Furthermore, we model sales as a Bernoulli distribution whose mean is an increasing
transformation of the dot product between δ and Λa .
Thus, ad displays and the resulting clicks will make the user state deviate from its initial organic value, and thus
have a positive impact on the probability of sale.
3 SHORTCOMINGS OF LAST-CLICK ATTRIBUTION FOR THE CASE OF CONVERSION-OPTIMIZED
RECOMMENDATION
Last-click conversion attribution is a frequently-used attribution scheme used in the advertising industry as a heuristic
for distributing value to various advertising channels that are being used across the same campaign. While a useful
and easy way to bill for services, this attribution scheme is not a perfect reward shaping mechanism for conversion
modeling, because it introduces a bias towards rewarding clicks that are simply correlated with conversions, but that
might not be causing conversions. In our work, we introduce a causal graph that allows for conversions that are
unmediated by ad clicks and show that under the assumption of strict post-click recommendation incrementality, a
simple discounting mechanism of attributed sales can lead to better ranking of incremental actions. We will add all of
the supporting experiments in our upcoming full paper.
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